3.1

AESTHETICS

The purpose of this section is to identify and evaluate key visual and aesthetic resources in the project
area as seen from public vantage points and to determine the degree of visual and aesthetic impacts that
would be attributable to the proposed project. The analysis describes the potential aesthetic effects of the
proposed project on the existing landscape and built environment, focusing on the compatibility of the
proposed project with existing conditions and its potential effects on visual resources.

3.1.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
Urban design character can be defined as the overall physical image of the urban environment. Several
factors contribute to this image, including: (1) nature and quality of building architecture; (2) cohesion of
the area’s collective architecture; (3) compatibility between uses and activities with the built environment;
(4) quality of the streetscape, including roadways, sidewalks, plazas, parks, and street furniture; and (5)
quality and nature of private property landscaping that is visible to the general public.

PROJECT SITE
The primary entrances to the proposed project site are located on Del Mar Boulevard. Gated access to the
site is provided from El Nido Avenue. Access to the existing single-family residences is provided from
driveways located along San Gabriel Boulevard. The site is currently divided into 2 uses. The main
portion of the campus is bound by Del Mar Boulevard to the north, El Nido Avenue to the east, Monte
Vista Grove (private property) to the south, and residential uses to the west. It consists of the existing
main building, medical offices, and assisted living and independent living units. There are 32 buildings
on this section of the project site. The western portion of the campus is currently occupied by 4 singlefamily residential units and their appurtenant structures. It is bordered by residential uses on the north
(south side of Millicent Way), the main portion of Las Encinas Hospital to the east, residential uses to the
south (north side of Diana Street), and San Gabriel Boulevard to the west. This part of the project site
blends in with the surrounding residential neighborhood and appears separate from the rest of the campus
because it is not possible to see the hospital buildings in the background.
The project site is surrounded by an approximately 4- to 6-foot tall wall along Del Mar Boulevard (see
Figure 3.1-1). The majority of the wall is covered by vines. Views of the site interior can be seen from
the driveways located along Del Mar Boulevard. From this vantage point, the project site is seen as 1and 2-story buildings painted in light and dark brown colors and generally of a bungalow style. The
medical offices (Buildings 18 and 23) located on the northwest portion of the site are 1-story in height and
painted light brown. Although constructed in the 1980s, they are designed to look like bungalows.
Views of Building 8 can also been seen from the driveway. This is an older dark brown structure
constructed in the bungalow style. Views of the main building (Building 1) are provided from the
driveway on Del Mar Boulevard and it can be seen above the height of the perimeter wall (see Figure 3.12). It is a large 2-story dark brown, wood shingled structure. From this vantage point, the site also
appears to contain extensive landscaping, including manicured lawns and mature trees as seen above the
wall that surrounds the site along Del Mar Boulevard and through the driveway openings into the site.
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Views of the Oaks (Buildings 9 and 10) can be seen through the easternmost driveway on Del Mar
Boulevard. The Oaks is a 2-story contemporary structure made of stucco with wood accents. When the
site is viewed in its entirety along Del Mar Boulevard, it appears as more densely developed compared to
the surrounding residential area. With the exception of cars parked along Del Mar Boulevard, there is
nothing about the appearance of the site to indicate that it includes a psychiatric hospital, medical office
buildings, senior living units, and assisted living. There are no buildings of an institutional style visible
from the roadway.
The majority of the project site on El Nido Avenue is located behind a mix of wrought-iron fence, chain
link fence, and solid walls approximately 4- to 6-feet tall and covered with vines and masked by trees and
shrubs in places. On El Nido Avenue, views of the Oaks (Building 10) can be seen above the fence (see
Figure 3.1-3). It looks like a typical multi-family residential building from this vantage point. However,
it should be noted that there are no other apartment buildings located in the project vicinity; the adjacent
neighborhood is zoned for single-family residential. Also along El Nido Avenue, unobstructed views of
the residence at La Vista (Building 17) can be seen from the street (see Figure 3.1-4). La Vista is a
single-story stucco structure that appears to be a private residence and does not look like it is associated
with the psychiatric and senior living units surrounding it. There is no fence or wall obscuring views of
this building. It is consistent with the style and character of the adjacent neighborhood.
When viewed from public vantage points south of the project site on San Pasqual Street, the site is not
visible. The view is of the adjacent residential and senior living community in the foreground and trees
within the project site in the background (see Figure 3.1-5). There is an unobstructed view of the San
Gabriel Mountains in the far background. Similarly, public views of the project site from Millicent Way
and Diana Street are of trees in the background behind the single-family residences. No site structures are
visible from these locations (see Figures 3.1-6 and 3.1-7). From the cul-de-sac on Millicent Way, there is
a view of a portion of Building 23. It is a light brown single-story wood structure. Based on the
appearance of the structure, it would not be possible for the viewer to discern the use of the building. It is
not out of character with the adjacent residential uses.
Direct views of the project site are provided from public vantage points along San Gabriel Boulevard.
From this roadway, the site appears as 4 separate residential parcels similar to the surrounding residential
uses (see Figure 3.1-8). These residential units are 1- and 2-stories in height and constructed of wood
siding and stucco (Buildings 11, 12 and 13). There is no visual connection from the part of the site
fronting San Gabriel Boulevard to the mix of psychiatric, medical office, and senior living uses located on
Del Mar Boulevard and El Nido Avenue. This part of the site blends in with the adjacent residential uses.
In total, there are 1,032 trees (defined as 6 inches DBH or larger) located within the project site. Of these
trees, 278 qualify for protection under the City of Pasadena Tree Protection Ordinance (Carlberg 2008).
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Figure 3.1-1 View of perimeter wall looking south on Del Mar Boulevard

Figure 3.1-2 View of main building looking south on Del Mar Boulevard

Figure 3.1-3 View of the Oaks looking west on El Nido Avenue

Figure 3.1-4 View of the Lodge looking west on El Nido Avenue

Figure 3.1-5 View into the site looking north on San Pasqual Street

Figure 3.1-6 View into the site looking northeast from Diana Street

Figure 3.1-7 View into the site looking south on Millicent Way

Figure 3.1-8 View into the site looking east from San Gabriel Boulevard

3.1 Aesthetics

SURROUNDING SETTING
The project site directly abuts single-family residential uses located on Millicent Way and Diana Street.
These residences are generally 1-story in height. A senior living community (Monte Vista Grove)
directly abuts the southern boundary of the project site along San Pasqual Street. The structures within
this community range from 1- to 2-stories in height. Single-family residential uses are located to the
north, west, and east of the project site across Del Mar Boulevard, San Gabriel Boulevard, and El Nido
Avenue. The residences located on San Gabriel Boulevard are generally 1-story in height. Residences
located east of the project site on El Nido Avenue are typically single-story.
The project site is in an area of the City with long-range views of the San Gabriel Mountains in the
background. Views of the San Gabriel Mountains are generally available above the roofs and trees of the
single-story single-family residential uses located on the north side of Del Mar Boulevard. Views of the
mountains are provided to motorists and pedestrians traveling north along San Gabriel Boulevard and El
Nido Avenue, and also can be easily seen by motorists and pedestrians traveling east and west along Del
Mar Boulevard and San Pasqual Avenue. There are background views of the San Gabriel Mountains
from most of the surrounding residential uses located south of the project site. Some of these views are
limited by the existing mature trees located within the proposed project site. There are no views of the
mountains from the residences located on Diana Street due to their elevation, surrounding buildings
(including those on the project site), and trees on the project site and other residences. Limited views of
the mountains are available to the residential uses located on Millicent Way.

3.1.2 REGULATORY SETTING
CITY OF PASADENA GENERAL PLAN
Within the City of Pasadena, community standards for aesthetic resources are defined by the General Plan
Land Use Element. The General Plan Land Use Element includes the guiding principle that “change will
be harmonized to preserve Pasadena’s historic character and environment.” The General Plan includes
citywide design principles that are intended to blend new development with existing development,
preserve historically and architecturally significant buildings, and acquire new public open space.
Throughout the General Plan, objectives and policies establish the type and character that should be
incorporated into projects within Pasadena, including:
Policy 2.3 Urban Open Spaces: Encourage and require, where feasible, the incorporation of publicly
accessible urban open spaces, including parks, courtyards, water features, gardens,
passageways, and plazas, into public improvements and private projects.
Policy 5.3 Neighborhood Character and Identity: Urban design programs, including principles and
guidelines, shall recognize, maintain and enhance the character and identity of existing
residential and commercial neighborhoods.
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Policy 5.4 Architectural and Design Excellence: The City shall actively promote architectural and
design excellence in buildings, open space and urban design and shall discourage poor quality
development.
Policy 5.9 Contextual and Compatible Design: Urban design programs shall ensure that new
development shall respect Pasadena’s heritage by requiring that new development respond to
its context and be compatible with the traditions and character of Pasadena, and shall promote
orderly development which is compatible with its surrounding scale and which protects the
privacy, and access to light and air of surrounding properties.

CITY OF PASADENA ZONING CODE
The City of Pasadena Zoning Code (Chapter 17.61.30) addresses the compatibility of a proposed project’s
urban design with the City’s urban design goals and policies and the adopted Citywide design principles
in the General Plan through the design review process. In this location, design review is required for new
buildings between 5,000 and 25,000 square feet in size with street frontage (staff-level review) or
buildings larger than 25,000 square feet in size (Design Commission review) with or without street
frontage. In addition, the Master Development Plan amendment would require advisory review by the
Design Commission. Thus, design review would be required as part of the entitlement process.

3.1.3 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE
As part of the Initial Study (see Appendix A), it was determined that the proposed project would not
create new sources of substantial light and glare which would adversely affect day and nighttime views in
the area. Accordingly, this issue is not further analyzed in the EIR.
Pursuant to the CEQA Guidelines, the proposed project would have a significant effect on aesthetic
resources if it would:
•

Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista;

•

Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, tree, rock outcroppings, and
historic buildings within a state scenic highway; or

•

Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its surroundings.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
VIS-1

The proposed project would not have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista.

As stated in the Environmental Setting, the project site is in an area of the City that offers views of the
San Gabriel Mountains. Views of the San Gabriel Mountains are generally unobstructed from the
northern boundary of the project site as a result of the single-story single-family residential uses located
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on the north side of Del Mar Boulevard. This would not change as a result of the proposed project. All
new development would occur south of Del Mar Boulevard. As such, motorists and pedestrians traveling
on Del Mar Boulevard would experience the same view of the San Gabriel Mountains as under current
conditions. Similarly, no construction or road closures would occur along El Nido Avenue or San Gabriel
Boulevard that would alter current views of motorists and pedestrians traveling north on these roads.
As part of the proposed project, the existing medical offices (Buildings 23 and 18) would be replaced with
a single 2-story structure located on the northwest corner of the site off of Del Mar Boulevard. Because
the project site slopes in a southerly direction and trees currently line the southern boundary of the project
site, this building would not be visible from public vantage points located to the south. Further, it would
not be expected to block views of the San Gabriel Mountains from residents and public vantage points
located south of the project site.
The western portion of the project site fronting San Gabriel Boulevard would be redeveloped primarily
with 1-story independent living cottages (Building 36). Because of the elevation of the residences located
to the south on Diana Street and the trees located within the project site, views of the mountains from
these residences are currently limited. Adding 1-story cottages would not interfere with the existing
limited views of the mountains. These structures would be the same height as the surrounding residential
uses, and therefore, would not block views experienced by residents on Diana Street. There would be
some two-story structures constructed in this area. However, these would be located in the interior
portion of the site so as not to interfere with views. The 2-story structures would not obscure or block
views of the mountains from residences on Diana Street because there are no views of the mountains from
the interior portion of the cul-de-sac. The existing vegetation on the site currently blocks these views.
This vegetation would generally be retained in order to screen views of the 2-story structures.
Construction of independent living cottages on this portion of the project site would not interfere with the
views of the mountains currently experienced on Millicent Way because the new development would be
located to the south.
Views of the mountains from south of the project site are generally available in the background above the
roofs and trees of the surrounding development. Public views are provided to motorists and pedestrians
on San Pasqual Street. The residences located on the south side of San Pasqual Street and portions of
Monte Vista Grove, located directly south of the proposed project site, have long-range views of the
mountains above the trees at the proposed project site. The proposed project would result in the
construction of a 1- to 3-story independent living facility (Building 34) and a 2-story Assisted Living
facility (Building 32) along the southern boundary of the proposed project site adjacent to Monte Vista
Grove. Because of the potential to block existing views of the mountains by constructing a tall structure
along the southern project boundary, the independent living facility (Building 34) was designed of heights
varying from 1 to 3 stories. After the scoping meeting, the project applicant consulted with
representatives of Monte Vista Grove and toured the site to establish the location of existing view
corridors. Subsequent to that, the applicant redesigned the proposed structure placing the tallest portions
of the building in locations where viewsheds were already impacted and lower portions of the structure in
the location of the most important view corridors. Due to the southerly slope of the project site and the
trees lining the southern boundary of the project site, this building would barely be visible from San
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Pasqual Street and would not obscure views from the adjacent residential uses located along San Pasqual
Street. The impact would be less than significant.
Monte Vista Grove Homes is a retirement community for Presbyterian ministers containing 92
independent living units, 16 assisted living units, and 40 nurse-attended resident patient beds. Monte
Vista Grove’s Master Plan, approved in 2007, allows for the construction of 64 additional independent
living units, for a total of 141 independent living units. The proposed independent living facility
(Building 34) could limit views of the San Gabriel Mountains from certain locations at the Monte Vista
Grove site. The applicant specifically modified the design of the independent living facility (Building 34)
by varying the height of the structure so as to maintain existing view corridors. The potential impacts to
these views from Monte Vista Grove do not meet the Threshold for Study listed in Section 2.1 of the City
of Pasadena’s Environmental Administrative Procedures, and therefore, these impacts would generally be
less than significant without the need for further analysis. The proposed project site, however, is very
unique in that it is not surrounded by a public right-of-way, but instead on its south side directly abuts the
Monte Vista Grove site and a large number of dwelling units. Therefore, due to the institution’s quasipublic nature, the potentially large number of users of the project site and of the Monte Vista Groves site,
the concerns expressed during the public scoping meeting, and lack of public right-of-way between these
2 institutions, an analysis was performed by the applicant to demonstrate the aesthetic impact of
construction at the project site on Monte Vista Grove. The applicant has provided a view analysis
demonstrating the location of the independent living facility (Building 34) and its potential impact on
viewsheds to the San Gabriel Mountains from the Monte Vista Grove site (see Figures 3.1-9 and 3.1-10).
The City has reviewed and accepted as accurate the applicant’s submission. Since the variations in
heights of the independent living facility (Building 34) would maintain the existing view corridors from
the Monte Vista Grove site, the impact would be less than significant.
Although the assisted living facility (Building 32) would be 2 stories in height, it would not be expected
to block views of the San Gabriel Mountains. Views from south of this area are currently blocked by the
Oaks (Buildings 9 and 10) and substantial existing site landscaping. As such, the addition of a 2-story
structure at this location would not change currently obscured views of the San Gabriel Mountains. The
impact would be less than significant.
The acute psychiatric hospital (Building 35) would be a 3-story structure located within the interior
portion of the project site. Due to the southerly slope of the project site and the trees lining the southern
boundary of the project site, this building would barely be visible and would not obscure views from the
residential uses located on San Pasqual Street. The adolescent psychiatric facility (Building 33), the new
medical offices (Building 38), and the senior living cottages (Building 36) would be constructed in the
site interior. These buildings would be 1-story in height and would not obstruct views of the San Gabriel
Mountains. The impact would be less than significant.
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Source: Morse Boudereaux Architects (2007)

Figure 3.1-9
Existing View Corridors

Source: Morse Boudereaux Architects (2007)

Figure 3.1-10
Visual Analysis
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As such, the proposed project would not substantially damage scenic resources by blocking views of the
San Gabriel Mountains from public vantage points or from the adjacent uses. The impact would be less
than significant. In accordance with section 17.61.030 of the City’s Zoning Code, the design of this
project, including its obstruction of any scenic vista or view, would be reviewed by the Design
Commission. Although the project would not significantly impact views of the San Gabriel Mountains,
this regulatory procedure provides the City with additional layer of review for aesthetics, and an
opportunity to incorporate additional conditions to increase the aesthetic value of the project.
VIS-2

The proposed project would not substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not
limited to, tree, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic highway.

The only designated state scenic highway near the City of Pasadena is the Angeles Crest Highway (State
Highway 2), which is located north of Arroyo Seco Canyon in the extreme northwest portion of the City
(Caltrans 2008). The project site is not within the viewshed of the Angeles Crest Highway, and thus,
would have no impact on a state scenic highway. Further, the project site is not located near the
following locally-designated scenic routes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Foothill Freeway (I-210)
Linda Vista Avenue
Orange Grove Boulevard between the Ventura Freeway (State Route 134) and the City’s southern
boundary
Ventura Freeway (State Route 134)
Pasadena Freeway (SR 110) from the southern terminus of Arroyo Parkway to the City’s southern
boundary
Oak Knoll Avenue/Oak Knoll Circle/Lake Avenue between California Boulevard and the City’s
southern boundary
California Boulevard between Lake Avenue and Sierra Madre Boulevard
Sierra Madre Boulevard between California Boulevard and the City’s eastern boundary

As such, the project site would not be within the viewshed of these locally designated routes. The impact
would be less than significant, and no mitigation measures are required.
VIS-3

The proposed project would not substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality
of the site and its surroundings.

Impacts to aesthetics and visual character primarily involve perceived contrast between existing
developments and a newly introduced project. The key factors influencing contrast include height, scale,
massing, open space, and setbacks. These effects are addressed below.
As described above, the project site is surrounded by an approximately 4- to 6-foot tall brick wall along
Del Mar Boulevard, and variety of fences, walls and vegetation along El Nido Avenue, and the western
boundary of the site between Del Mar Boulevard and Millicent Way. Therefore, views into the site from
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public vantage points are limited to the buildings seen beyond the perimeter walls and fencing, from
driveways, and from San Gabriel Boulevard where no perimeter fencing currently exists.
The construction of the proposed project would involve both the demolition of existing structures and
removal of trees. The majority of construction activity would take place within the site interior and would
not be visible from adjacent uses or public vantage points due to the perimeter walls that surround the site
and trees that mask the site uses from adjacent residences and public vantage points. The primary view of
the construction activity would be during construction of the senior living cottages (Building 36) located
off of San Gabriel Boulevard. There is no perimeter wall to block views of the site interior along this
frontage. Construction areas would be busier than at present, with truck movements carrying materials
on- and off-site, and work crews and construction equipment moving around the site. This short-term
condition would create a temporary visual distraction typically associated with construction activities.
The construction would be temporary in nature and would last approximately 12 to 14 months with a
large portion of construction involving interior finishing that would be less distracting to motorists,
pedestrians, and residences with view of the site from San Gabriel Boulevard. The construction area
would be fenced and screened on all sides to reduce the visual intrusion on the surrounding uses and for
safety purposes. Although the construction process would represent a change in the visual environment,
this portion of the site would appear similar to other construction sites throughout the City and in nearby
urban areas. During construction, this portion of the project site would not stand out as a memorable or
remarkable feature in the landscape. It would not substantially degrade the existing visual character or
quality of the site and its surroundings. The construction impact would be less than significant.
Approximately 250 trees would be removed during project construction and 26 trees would be relocated
elsewhere on the project site (refer to Chapter 3.3, Biological Resources for a complete discussion of
impacts related to tree removal). This would affect only approximately 24 percent of the tree population
on the project site (Carlberg 2008). The majority of the trees to be removed are located in the interior of
the site and these trees are not visible from public vantage points or the adjacent uses (see Figure 2-8).
All of the existing perimeter trees would be retained and additional perimeter trees would be planted to
continue to screen the site’s interior. As such, there would not be a substantial visual change at the
project site boundaries. The site would continue to contain numerous mature trees of all varieties and
would continue to look wooded from public vantage points. Tree removal during construction would not
substantially degrade the existing visual quality of the site and its surroundings. The impact would be
less than significant.
Long-term impacts would be associated with the massing and design of the buildings after completion of
construction. The proposed project would introduce a higher density of use at the project site than
currently occurs. However, the majority of new construction would occur in the site’s interior and would
not be visible from the surrounding uses or public vantage points.
When viewed from Del Mar Boulevard, the project site would largely appear unchanged from existing
conditions. The changes to the Main Building (Building 1) would impact the interior of the structure
only. There would be no visible changes to the exterior of the building. A 2-story medical office
building (Building 31) would be constructed to the west of Bungalow (Building 19) and a 2-story medical
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office building (Building 37) would be constructed to the west of 2810 Del Mar residence (Building 8).
The tops of these buildings would be partially visible over the exterior wall when viewed from Del Mar
Boulevard by motorists, pedestrians, and residential uses located on the north side of the street. In
addition, it would be possible for motorists, pedestrians, and residential uses located on the north side of
Del Mar Boulevard to see the roofline and upper story of the acute psychiatric hospital (Building 35) and
the independent living facility (Building 34) because portions of these buildings would be 3 stories tall.
As shown on Figure 3.1-11, these views would be partially obscured by the trees that line the site
perimeter. Further, these structures would be designed to look like the main building and Bungalow
located throughout the interior of the site. Thus, these buildings would appear similar to existing
development and would not alter the existing visual character of the site as seen from Del Mar Boulevard.
When viewed from El Nido Avenue, the only change to the existing visual character would be the
removal of the Lodge (Building 16). There would be no change to the Oaks (Buildings 9 and 10). The
Lodge would be replaced with a 1- to 2-story assisted living facility (Building 32) (see Figure 3.1-11).
The 1-story portion of the assisted living facility would front on El Nido Avenue to be consistent with the
existing 1-story residences along this street. It would be designed to look like a stucco residential
structure from this vantage point similar to the style of the residence located at La Vista (Building 17).
The 2-story portion of the assisted living facility would be located in the site’s interior, but would be
visible from the street behind the proposed assisted living facility and La Vista (Building 17). The 2story portion would not exceed the height of the Oaks and articulated building facades would be used to
break up the massing. Although this would represent a change in the visual environment, it would not be
out of character with the surrounding single-family residential uses.
When viewed from the southern portion of the project site and along San Pasqual Street, there would be
very little change in the visual character or quality of the site (see Figure 3.1-11). A new 1- to 3-story
independent living facility (Building 34) would be constructed in this area. As described in VIS-1 above,
the height of the building would be staggered to retain existing views of the mountains. Due to the
southerly slope of the project site and the trees lining the southern boundary of the project site, this
building would barely be visible from San Pasqual Street. Viewers looking north from this vantage point
would see the roofline of the acute psychiatric hospital (Building 35) and the independent living facility
(Building 34). These buildings would be designed to be consistent with the appearance of other buildings
located within the Las Encinas campus. Further, the primary feature of this view is and would continue to
be the San Gabriel Mountains located north of the project site. Thus, although it would represent a
change in the visual environment, it would not be out of character with the site and surrounding uses.
The greatest visual change would occur along the San Gabriel Boulevard frontage. There is currently no
perimeter fencing located along this portion of the project site. As such, motorists, pedestrians, and
nearby residences have a direct view into the project site. This portion of the site is currently developed
with 4 single-family residences (Buildings 11, 12, 13 and 13C). Two of the existing residences are 2
stories in height (Building 11 and 13), while Buildings 12 and 13C are only 1-story in height. With
implementation of the proposed project, Building 11 would be retained in its existing condition and used
as clubhouse. Only interior renovation would take place and there would be no change to this structure’s
outside appearance. Buildings 12, 13, and 13C would be removed to allow for construction of 18 1-story
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senior cottages. These cottages would be constructed in a bungalow style consistent with the single-story
bungalows located in main portion of the campus. Only 3 bungalows would be constructed along San
Gabriel Boulevard. These would be located north of Building 11 and would be constructed closer to the
street than the existing residences. Due to the slope of the site to the east and the construction of 3
bungalows close to the street and the 2-story Building 11, views of the other bungalows would generally
be obscured. The only view of the interior bungalows would be from the central driveway that would be
located along San Gabriel Boulevard. Although the site would appear to be more intensely developed
than the current condition, it would not be out of character with the surrounding single-family residences.
The remainder of site development would occur well within the site’s interior and would not be visible
from the surrounding community or from public vantage points. The walls located around the site, the
numerous mature trees that line the site perimeter, and the slope of the site would obscure most interior
site development. However, vantage points into the site would be provided from Millicent Way and
Diana Street (see Figure 3.1-12). The roofline of the medical offices (Building 37) would be visible
above the perimeter fence that separates the site from the single-family residential uses on Millicent Way.
The upper story and the roofline of the acute psychiatric hospital (Building 35) would be visible from
Diana Street. These buildings would be designed to be consistent with the appearance of other buildings
located within the Las Encinas campus. Thus, although it would represent a change in the visual
environment, it would not be out of character with the site and surrounding uses.
From within the project site, the views of existing structures on the site would not be significantly
impacted by new structures. During construction, portions of the project site would be fenced off and
screened from view by patients, employees, and residents. Depending on the phase of construction,
different portions of the site would be closed. The duration of construction would be temporary and
would not result in a significant visual impact. Upon completion of the proposed project, patients,
employees, and residents would notice new structures located throughout the site. However, all new
structures would be designed to be compatible with the existing structures, and be constructed of a similar
architectural style (see Chapter 3.4, Cultural Resources for a full discussion of building styles and
materials). Further, the, placement of the new structures would occur primarily in undeveloped portions
of the site’s interior or along the boundary of the project site. Thus, the existing National Registereligible historic district that is located in the central portion of the site and makes up the key visual
resource from within the site would remain unchanged. Although the proposed project would represent a
change in the visual environment, it would not be out of character with the existing interior views of the
site.
Although the proposed project would result in construction of 1- to 3-story structures, views of the new
structures would be limited from public vantage points because of the existing site landscaping, elevation
of the site, and perimeter walls. Some changes to the visual character of the site would occur that could
be seen from public vantage points, adjacent uses, and within the site’s interior. However, these changes
would not represent a substantial or adverse change in the character of the site or its surrounding. The
impact would be less than significant.
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Site plan section from east to west (view from Del Mar Boulevard)

Street view from in front of El Nido Residence

A

Source: Morse Boudreaux Architects (2008)

B

C

Figure 3.1-11
New Building Sections:
Del Mar Boulevard, El Nido Avenue, and San Pasqual Street

Site plan section from east to west (view from Del Mar Boulevard)

Source: Morse Boudreaux Architects (2008)

Figure 3.1-12
New Building Sections:
Millicent Way and Diana Street
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3.1.4 MITIGATION MEASURES
No mitigation measures are required.

3.1.5 SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
The impact would be less than significant.
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